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Extending previous work on this subject, we evaluate the impact of vector-like fermions at next-
to-leading order accuracy in models with a massive vector leptoquark embedded in the SU(4) ×
SU(3)′×SU(2)L×U(1)X gauge group. Vector-like fermions induce new sources of flavor symmetry
breaking, resulting in tree-level flavor-changing couplings for the leptoquark not present in the
minimal version of the model. These, in turn, lead to a series of non-vanishing flavor-changing
neutral-current amplitudes at the loop level. We systematically analyze these effects in semileptonic,
dipole and ∆F = 2 operators. The impact of these corrections in b→ sνν and b→ cτν observables
are discussed in detail. In particular, we show that, in the parameter region providing a good fit to
the B-physics anomalies, the model predicts a 10% to 50% enhancement of B(B → K(∗)νν).
I. INTRODUCTION
The B-physics anomalies have triggered a renewed in-
terest in theory and phenomenology of models contain-
ing leptoquark fields. In particular, the U1 massive vec-
tor leptoquark (LQ), originally proposed by Pati and
Salam (PS) in the context of a unified description of
quarks and leptons [1], has the correct quantum num-
bers to provide a successful phenomenological descrip-
tion [2–8] of the recent anomalies (see e.g. [9] for a re-
cent review). A key ingredient to achieve this goal is a
LQ mass around a few TeV and O(1) couplings to third
generation fermions. These requirements rule out the
original PS model and have motivated the study of a
series of alternative models able to host the U1 field [10–
23]. Among them, those based on the gauge group
SU(4) × SU(3)′ × SU(2)L × U(1)X [15–22] (originally
proposed in [24, 25], and denoted as “4321” in the follow-
ing) are particularly interesting and well motivated. This
is the case especially for those implementations where
the SM-like fermions are charged non-universally [17–
22]. The interest in such class of models goes beyond
their phenomenological impact in B-physics: they hint
at a possible solution of the Standard Model (SM) fla-
vor puzzle [17], and might also be able to address the
electroweak hierarchy problem [21].
As pointed out in [26, 27], in order to investigate the
interplay between precision measurements and collider
searches in this class of models, it is important to ex-
plore the relation between low- and high-energy observ-
ables beyond the tree level. In [26, 27] we have presented
a systematic analysis of the next-to-leading-order (NLO)
corrections induced by the two largest gauge couplings,
namely α4 and αs. Such NLO effects lead to a sizable en-
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hancement of the LQ contribution in low-energy semilep-
tonic observables, at fixed on-shell coupling, that could
reach up to 40% in specific amplitudes [26].
The analysis of [26, 27], being focused on NLO effects
related to the gauge sector, has been performed in a sim-
plified version of 4321 models characterized by the min-
imal fermion and scalar field content. The purpose of
this paper is to go beyond this limitation by analyzing
the impact of one-loop corrections due to the exchange of
massive vector-like fermions. The latter are a key ingredi-
ent for a successful description of the anomalies, and also
a necessary ingredient to describe the subleading entries
in the effective Yukawa couplings of the SM-like chiral
fermions [16–20].
More precisely, the purpose of the paper is twofold. On
the one hand, extending the model with the inclusion of
vector-like fermions, we evaluate the modifications of the
leading O(α4) corrections to the matching conditions to
the semileptonic operators computed in [26]. As an ap-
plication of this result, we present a detailed discussion
of the relative weight of vector and scalar contributions
to the b → cτν decay amplitude. On the other hand,
since vector-like fermions introduce a new source of fla-
vor violation with respect to the minimal version of the
model, we present a systematic analysis of all the flavor-
changing neutral-current (FCNC) amplitudes generated
beyond the tree level atO(α4). The latter effects turn out
to be particularly relevant for processes such as b→ sνν¯
or B–B¯ mixing, which do not receive a tree-level contri-
bution in this class of models. Combing the NLO ampli-
tudes computed in this paper with those analyzed in [26],
we present the first complete analysis of the U1 impact
in b → sνν¯ decays, which is of great phenomenological
interest.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section II,
we introduce the minimal version of the model and the
relevant interactions for the loop computations, and dis-
cuss in detail the effect of including vector-like fermions.
In Section III we present our results of the loop-induced
FCNCs. The phenomenological implications in b → sνν¯
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2and b→ cτν transitions are discussed in Section IV. The
results are summarized in Section V. Appendices A and B
provide further details on the vector-like fermion imple-
mentation and on the loop computations, respectively.
II. THE MODEL
A. Minimal field content
The 4321 models are based on the SU(4) × SU(3)′ ×
SU(2)L × U(1)X gauge symmetry. We denote the cor-
responding gauge fields by HAµ , C
a
µ, W
I
µ and B
′
µ, with
indices A = 1, . . . , 15, a = 1, . . . , 8 and I = 1, 2, 3,
and the gauge couplings by g4, g3, g2 and g1. The SM
gauge group corresponds to the 4321 subgroup SU(3)c×
U(1)Y ≡ [SU(4) × SU(3)′ × U(1)X ]diag, with SU(2)L
being the SM one. The hypercharge, Y , is defined in
terms of the U(1)X charge, X, and the SU(4) generator
T 154 =
1
2
√
6
diag(1, 1, 1,−3) by Y = X +√2/3T 154 .
As in the SM case, it is useful to define the mixing
angles θ1,3, relating the 4321 gauge couplings to the SM
ones
gs = g4 s3 = g3 c3 , gY =
√
3
2 g4 s1 = g1 c1 , (1)
with gs and gY denoting the SU(3)c and U(1)Y gauge
couplings, and where we used a shorthand notation for
the sine (s1,3) and cosine (c1,3) of the mixing angles.
The SM gluon, Gaµ, and hypercharge gauge boson, Bµ,
written in terms of 4321 gauge bosons and mixing angles,
read
Gaµ = c3 C
a
µ + s3H
a
µ , Bµ = c1B
′
µ + s1H
15
µ . (2)
The additional gauge bosons transform under the SM
gauge group as U1 ∼ (3,1,2/3), G′ ∼ (8,1,0) and Z ′ ∼
(1,1,0). In terms of the 4321 gauge eigenstates, they are
given by
G′ aµ = −s3 Caµ + c3Haµ , Z ′µ = −s1B′µ + c1H15µ
U1,2,3µ =
1√
2
(H9,11,13µ − iH10,12,14µ ) . (3)
These gauge bosons become massive after the sponta-
neous breaking SU(4) × SU(3)′ × U(1)X → SU(3)c ×
U(1)Y . The corresponding masses depend on the explicit
form in which the 4321 model is spontaneously broken.
In most 4321 models, this is triggered by the vacuum
expectation values (vevs) of two scalar fields transform-
ing in the antifundamental of SU(4), Ω1 and Ω3, singlet
and triplet under SU(3)′, respectively.1 In this case, the
gauge boson masses read
mG =
g4
2c3
√
2ω23 , mZ′ =
g4
2c1
√
3ω21 + ω
2
3
2
,
mU =
g4
2
√
ω21 + ω
2
3 , (4)
where ω1,3 are the Ω1,3 vacuum expectation values. In
the limit ω1 = ω3 and g3,1 = 0 the massive vectors are
degenerate: this is the result of an unbroken global sym-
metry, that we denote as SU(4)V custodial symmetry.
The latter is defined by the diagonal combination of the
SU(4) × SU(4)′ groups, with SU(4)′ being the global
group that contains SU(3)′ and (part of) U(1)X as sub-
group.
Electroweak symmetry breaking proceeds as in the SM
through the vev of a SM-like Higgs, which could either
be fundamental or composite [21].
The minimal matter content of the model and their
4321 representations are described in Table I. The Ω1,3
scalar fields decompose under the SM subgroup as
Ω†1 =
ω1√
2
 g4√2 1mU (φU + cotβ hU)
1 + S1ω1 + i
−3g4
2
√
6
1
mZ′
(
φZ′ − 1√3 cotβ hZ′
)
 ,
Ω†3 =
ω3√
2
13×3 [1 + 1√3 S3ω3 + i g42√6 c1mZ′ (φZ′ +√3 tanβ hZ′)]+ g4 T a c3mG′ (i φaG′ + haG′)
− g4√
2
1
mU
(
φ†U − tanβ h†U
)
 ,
(5)
where φi and hi are, respectively, would-be Goldstone
and physical scalars with the same quantum numbers as
1 An additional scalar field, transforming in the adjoint of SU(4)
and singlet under the rest, is often introduced is some 4321 mod-
els [16, 20]. For simplicity, we only consider this field in Ap-
pendix A.
the corresponding gauge fields, S1 and S3 are SM singlet
physical scalars, and tanβ ≡ ω1/ω3. In the limit of heavy
radial modes (mhi ,mS1,3  mU,Z′,G′), we are left with a
non-linear realization of the SU(4)× SU(3)′ ×U(1)X →
SU(3)c×U(1)Y symmetry breaking, as in the composite
model in [21]. As we show in Section III, most NLO
corrections can be evaluated also in the non-linear case
3Field SU(4) SU(3)′ SU(2)L U(1)X
ψL 4 1 2 0
ψ+R 4 1 1 1/2
ψ−R 4 1 1 −1/2
q′ iL 1 3 2 1/6
uiR 1 3 1 2/3
diR 1 3 1 −1/3
`′ iL 1 1 2 −1/2
eiR 1 1 1 −1
H 1 1 2 1/2
Ω3 4¯ 3 0 1/6
Ω1 4¯ 1 0 −1/2
TABLE I. Minimal matter content. Here i = 1, 2, ψL ≡
(q′3L `
′3
L )
ᵀ, ψ+R ≡ (u3R ν3R)ᵀ and ψ−R ≡ (d3R e3R)ᵀ. The prime in
the left-handed fields indicate that these are not mass eigen-
states (see II C).
with marginal ambiguities on the size of the effects.
We consider a version of the 4321 model were the
would-be SM fields (in the absence of fermion mixing)
are charged non-universally under the 4321 gauge group,
see Table I. The fermion content charged under SU(4)
consists of three fields transforming as Pati-Salam repre-
sentations under SU(4)× SU(2)L ×U(1)X : one SU(2)L
doublet, ψL, and two SU(2)L singlets, ψ
±
R . In addi-
tion, we have two identical SM-like families, singlets un-
der SU(4) and transforming as the SM fermions under
SU(3)′×SU(2)L×U(1). In the absence of fermion mix-
ing (see II C), the SU(4)-charged fermions would corre-
spond to the SM third generation (plus a right-handed
neutrino), and the SU(4)-singlets to the light-generation
SM fermions.
B. Relevant interactions
We describe only those interactions that are relevant
for the loop computations below. The U1 interactions
with SM gauge bosons are given by
L ⊃ −1
2
U†µν U
µν − igs U†µ T a Uν Gaµν
− 2
3
igY U
†
µ Uν B
µν , (6)
where Uµν = DµUν −DνUµ, with Dµ = ∂µ− igsGaµT a−
i 23gYBµ. If we neglect terms of O(g2SM), with gSM being
any of the SM couplings, the triple gauge interactions of
two U1 with Z
′ (G′) are the same as with B (G) with
the replacement gY → g4
√
3/2 (gs → g4). The relevant
interactions of Goldstone and radials to gauge bosons
read
L ⊃ g4
2
√
6
Z ′µ
[
(3− 2 sin2 β)φ†U i∂µφU
+ (1 + 2 sin2 β)h†U i∂
µhU
Model Field SU(4) SU(3)′ SU(2)L U(1)X
χL 4 1 2 0
I QR 1 3 2 1/6
LR 1 1 2 −1/2
II
χL 4 1 2 0
χR 4 1 2 0
TABLE II. Additional fermion content. Here χL = (Q
′
L L
′
L)
ᵀ
and χR = (QR LR)
ᵀ. The prime in the χL components indi-
cates that these are not mass eigenstates.
− 2 sinβ cosβ (h†U i∂µφU + φ†U i∂µhU )
+ 2mU (1− 2 sin2 β)φ†U Uµ
− 4mU sinβ cosβ h†U Uµ + h.c.
]
+ g4G
′ a
µ
[
sin2 β φ†U T
a i∂µφU
+ cos2 β h†U T
a i∂µ hU
+ sinβ cosβ (h†U T
ai∂µ φU + φ
†
U T
a i∂µhU )
−mU (1− 2 sin2 β)φ†U T a Uµ
+ 2mU sinβ cosβ h
†
U T
a Uµ + h.c.
]
, (7)
with T a being the SU(3) generators. In the absence of
fermion mixing (see section below), and neglecting once
more terms of O(g2SM), the interactions between the mas-
sive vectors and fermions read
L ⊃ g4√
2
Uµ (q¯
′3
L γ
µ`′3L + q¯
3
R γ
µ`3R) + h.c.
+ g4 Z
′
µ
(
ψ¯L γ
µ T 15ψL + ψ¯R γ
µ T 15ψR
)
+ g4G
′
µ
(
q¯′3L γ
µ T aq¯′3L + q¯
3
Rγ
µ T aq¯3R
)
, (8)
where ψR = (ψ
+
R ψ
−
R)
ᵀ, q3R = (u
3
R d
3
R)
ᵀ, `3R = (ν
3
R e
3
R)
ᵀ.
Finally, the couplings of Goldstones and radials to
fermions depend on the specific vector-like implementa-
tion (see section below) and are described in Appendix A.
C. Vector-like fermions
We now discuss the inclusion of massive fermions,
vector-like under the SM gauge group, to the minimal
model discussed in the previous section. In realistic 4321
models, these are introduced to induce couplings between
the SU(4) vectors and the light SM families. For sim-
plicity, here we focus on the mixing with a single SM-like
family, and therefore introduce only one vector-like fam-
ily. More precisely, we add to the minimal model one
family of left-handed fermions, transforming in the fun-
damental representations of SU(4) and SU(2)L, and one
family of right-handed partners. The massive fermions
are vector-like under the SM gauge group, therefore, the
right-handed partners should transform in the fundamen-
tal of SU(2)L, but there is freedom in the SU(4)×SU(4)′
transformations. As shown in Table II, we consider two
4possible implementations: They are either SU(4) singlets
and transform in the fundamental of SU(4)′ (model I),
as in [21]; or they are SU(4)′ singlets and transform in
the fundamental of SU(4) (model II), as in [20].
Having two SU(4) charged fields with the same Lorentz
and gauge transformation properties, ψL and χL, leads
to a new flavor symmetry that we denote U(2)ξ, where
ξL =
(
ψL
χL
)
. (9)
This symmetry is broken by the fermion masses, giving
rise to a possible mixing among ψL and χL, and possi-
bly also the SU(4)-singlet fermions, q′L and `
′
L, after the
breaking of the SU(4) symmetry. The SU(4) breaking
in the fermion masses could either be due to the vevs of
Ω1,3 or via new sources. We discuss the details for each
implementation in Appendix A.
In either case, the mass terms after SU(4) breaking
read
Lmass = Ψ¯q ′L Mq QR + Ψ¯` ′L M` LR , (10)
with the left-handed fermions arranged into the the flavor
vectors
Ψq ′L =
q′ 2Lq′ 3L
Q′L
 , Ψ` ′L =
`′ 2L`′ 3L
L′L
 . (11)
and where Mq,` are 3-dimensional mass vectors. Without
loss of generality, these mass vectors can be written as
Mq = W˜q Oq
(
0 0 mQ
)ᵀ
,
M` = W˜`O`
(
0 0 mL
)ᵀ
, (12)
where mQ,L are the vector-like fermion masses. Here,
the 3× 3 orthogonal matrices Oq,` parametrize the mix-
ing among different SU(4) representations, and take the
explicit form
Oq,` =
 cQ,L 0 sQ,L0 1 0
−sQ,L 0 cQ,L
 , (13)
with sQ,L (cQ,L) being the sine (cosine) of the θQ,L mix-
ing angles.
On the other hand, the 3 × 3 unitary matrices W˜q,`
parametrize the mixing among SU(4) states, and can be
decomposed as
W˜q,` =
(
1 0
0 Wq,`
)
, (14)
with Wq,` being unitary 2 × 2 matrices. To better un-
derstand the origin of the flavor mixing matrices, it is
convenient to decompose the mass vector in (10) into
two components
Mq =
(
M1q
M4q
)
, M` =
(
M1`
M4`
)
. (15)
where M1q,` is real and M
4
q,` is a 2-vector. Their combined
presence encodes two different flavor symmetry break-
ings:
i) The U(2)ξ alignment of M
4
q and M
4
` is at the origin
of the Wq,` matrices. Indeed, we have
M4q = Wq (0 M3)
ᵀ ,
M4` = W` (0 M1)
ᵀ , (16)
with M3,1 being real parameters with mass dimen-
sion, and Wq,` as before. The SU(4) breaking from
M4q,` is analogous to the SU(2)L breaking in the SM
from the up- and down-type fermion masses. As we
show below, only the misalignment of quarks and
leptons in U(2)ξ space, encoded in W = W
†
q W`, is
physical.
ii) The ratio between M1q,` and M1,3 determines the
breaking of the U(2)q,` flavor symmetry of the light
fermions. Such breaking appears in the form of the
Oq,` mixing matrices, with tan θQ,L = M
1
q,`/M3,1.
In the mass basis, the SU(4) vector interactions with
left-handed fermions (in the limit g3,1 = 0) take the form
Lint ⊃ g4√
2
Uµ Ψ¯
q
LO
ᵀ
q P23 W˜ O` γ
µΨ`L + h.c.
+
g4
2
√
6
Z ′µ
(
Ψ¯qLO
ᵀ
q P23O
q
L γ
µ ΨqL − 3 Ψ¯`LOᵀ` P23O` γµ Ψ`L
)
+ g4G
′ a
µ Ψ¯
q
LO
ᵀ
q P23Oq γ
µ T a ΨqL , (17)
with P23 ≡ diag(0, 1, 1) projecting into the SU(4) com-
ponents of Ψq,`L . Since W˜q,` and P23 commute, the in-
dividual W˜q,` matrices are not observable, but only the
combination
W˜ = W˜ †q W˜` =
(
1 0
0 W
)
. (18)
It is convenient to rewrite these interactions in an SU(4)
basis, or in the quark (QiL) and lepton (LiL) components
of ξiL, that in the mass-eigenstate basis are given by 0Q1L
Q2L
 = P23Oq
 q2Lq3L
QL
 ,
 0L1L
L2L
 = P23O`
 `2L`3L
LL
 .
(19)
In this basis, the interactions in (17) take the simple form
(i = 1, 2)
L ⊃ g4√
2
Uµ Q¯iLWij γµ LjL + h.c.
+
g4
2
√
6
Z ′µ
(Q¯iLγµQiL − 3 L¯iLγµLiL)
+ g4G
′ a
µ Q¯iLγµ T aQiL ,
(20)
The unitary matrix W can be regarded as a generaliza-
tion of the CKM matrix to SU(4) or quark-lepton space.
5Similarly to the CKM case, the W matrix is the only
source of flavor-changing transitions among SU(4) states,
and it appears only in interactions involving both quarks
and leptons. In this sense, the vector LQ, Uµ, is anal-
ogous to the SM Wµ. Similarly, the Z
′
µ, G
′
µ are anal-
ogous to the SM Zµ and their interactions are SU(4)
flavor-conserving at tree-level. In analogy to the SM, we
will denote Uµ transitions as charged current and Z
′
µ, G
′
µ
transitions as neutral currents. As in the SM, flavor-
changing neutral currents (FCNCs) proportional to the
W matrix are generated at the loop level. We compute
these contributions in Section III.
Finally, note that the structure in (10) holds in the
limit of unbroken SU(2)L symmetry, with a single fam-
ily of SU(4)-singlet fermions (corresponding to the SM
with 2 generations). Its generalization to a 3 generation
case, and the inclusion of SU(2)L-breaking effects from
the SM Yukawa couplings is straightforward, as long as
we neglect light-quark mass effects. Note in particular
that the 2-3 mixing form the SM Yukawa couplings (cor-
responding to a 1-2 mixing in the Ψq,`L space) can effec-
tively be encoded via the replacement Oq,` → Oq,` Lq,`,
where Lq,` are rotation matrices in 1-2 space resulting
from the diagonalization of the SM Yukawa couplings.
III. FCNC FOUR-FERMION AND DIPOLE
OPERATORS
A. Generalities
Before presenting the results, it is illustrative to show
explicitly the unitarity cancellations taking place in
the FCNC loops, analogous to the so-called Glashow–
Iliopoulos–Maiani (GIM) mechanism in the SM. For in-
stance, for the fermion self-energy graph shown in dia-
gram (i) in Figure 3 we have
Aself ∝ Ψ¯q Oᵀq P23 W˜ O`
[
1 fψ2 (s,mU , 0) + P3
[
fψ2 (s,mU ,mQ)− fψ2 (s,mU , 0)
]]
Oᵀ` W˜
† P23Oq Ψq
= Ψ¯q O
ᵀ
q P23
[
1 fψ2 (s,mU , 0) + c
2
L W˜ P3 W˜
†[fψ2 (s,mU ,mQ)− fψ2 (s,mU , 0)]]P23Oq Ψq
= Q¯L
[
1 fψ2 (s,mU , 0) + c
2
L W˜ P3 W˜
†[fψ2 (s,mU ,mQ)− fψ2 (s,mU , 0)]]QL ,
(21)
where fψ2 is the loop function, we took `
i
L massless, and
P3 = diag(0, 0, 1). In the second line, we used the prop-
erty P23 W˜ = W˜ P23, W˜ (O`) unitarity (orthogonality),
and the following relation
P23 O` P3O
ᵀ
` P23 = c
2
L P3 . (22)
Similar unitarity cancellations also take place in vertices
and boxes. It is worth stressing some features that are
common to all the FCNC loops presented here:
i. Since we are dealing with SU(4) interactions only,
the external states can always be written in the
SU(4) basis defined in (19).
ii. Similarly to the SM, the SU(4) flavor-changing con-
tribution is proportional to W˜ P3 W˜
† = Wi2W ∗j2.
The effect of O` is seen in the factor c
2
L, which
gives the projection of the massive component in
the SU(4) state.
iii. The FCNC part of the amplitude is proportional to
the flavor- and SU(4)V -breaking component of the
vector-like mass in (10): in the limit of small break-
ing c2LWi2W
∗
j2 ≈Wi6=j and, by means of Eq. (A16),
we can interpret the flavor-violating amplitude as
the result of inserting the symmetry-breaking mass
term on the vector-like fermion propagator.
iv. While our computations present many similarities
with those in the SM, one should not be tempted
to simply rescale the SM contributions. Indeed,
the presence of both W and Oq,` mixing matrices,
instead of just the CKM matrix, yield loop func-
tions that are different from their SM analog. In
the limit of small breaking, this can be understood
from the fact that symmetry breaking terms and
fermion masses (controlling the loop functions) can
be varied independently in our case, while they are
in one-to-one correspondence in the SM.
In the next subsection, we present the result of the ef-
fective flavor-changing vertices of the Z ′ and G′ massive
vectors to fermions, using the SU(4) basis in (19). These
(gauge dependent) vertices, which are evaluated in the
Feynman gauge, are then combined with the box ampli-
tudes in order to obtain the (gauge independent) contri-
butions to the Wilson coefficients (WC) of the semilep-
tonic FCNC operators (written in the SMEFT basis). In
subsection III D, we present the results of dipole-type ef-
fective operators, and in subsection III E of the ∆F = 2
hadronic operators.
6B. Z′ and G′ flavor-changing vertices
We define the following effective vertices that encode
the FCNCs
L ⊃ g4
2
√
6
Z ′µ
[
(Q¯iLγµ ΓijZ′qQ
j
L)− 3 (L¯αLγµ ΓαβZ′` L
β
L)
]
+ g4G
′ a
µ (Q¯iLγµ T a ΓijG′QjL) , (23)
where
ΓijZ′q =
α4
8pi
Wi2W
∗
j2 c
2
L VZ′q (xZ′ , xL, θL) ,
ΓαβZ′`
=
α4
8pi
W ∗2αW2β c
2
Q VZ′`(xZ′ , xQ, θQ) ,
ΓijG′ =
α4
8pi
Wi2W
∗
j2 c
2
L VG′(xZ′ , xL, θL) . (24)
where xZ′,G′ = m
2
Z′,G′/m
2
U and xQ,L = mQ,L/mU . The
gauge and Goldstone contributions to the vertex func-
tions VV(xV , xi, θi), with V = Z ′q, Z ′`, G′, have the general
form
VMV (xV , xi, θ) = xi
[
dMV (xV) ∆U + F
M
V (xV , xi, θ)
]
, (25)
with ∆U =
1
−γE+ln 4pi+ln µ
2
m2U
, and M = I, II denotes
the different vector-like models in Table II. As expected,
the unitarity cancellation discussed in the previous sec-
tion ensures that the flavor-changing vertices vanish in
the limit xi → 0. The loop functions FV are given in
Appendix B 1 c. For reference, we give the value of FV in
the limit xV = xi = 1 and neglecting terms of O(θ2i ):
F IZ′q (1, 1, θL) = −
5
2
, F IIZ′q (1, 1, θL) = −4 ,
F IZ′`
(1, 1, θQ) = −7
2
, F IIZ′`
(1, 1, θQ) = −4 ,
F IG′(1, 1, θL) = −1 , F IIG′ (1, 1, θL) = −1 . (26)
The functions multiplying the divergent piece read
dIZ′q (xZ′) =
3
2
− xZ′ , dIIZ′q (xZ′) = −xZ′ ,
dIZ′`
(xZ′) =
1
2
− xZ′ , dIIZ′q (xZ′) = −xZ′ ,
dIG′(xG′) = −
1
4
xG′ , d
II
G′(xG′) = −
1
4
xG′ . (27)
In a renormalizable model, we expect dV = 0, since the
FCNC vertices are not present at tree level. Indeed, this
is the case also in our models, but only after the intro-
duction of the radial contributions. These depend on the
different implementations of the scalar sector, and thus
should be discussed for each model separately.
1. Model I
The scalar content of this model is the same as the
one described in Section II. The only radial mode that
can mediate flavor-changing transitions proportional to
the W matrix is the LQ radial hU (see (5)). Similarly to
what we did with the gauge and Goldstone contributions,
we decompose the contribution from the scalar LQ as
V RV (xV , xR, x˜i, xi) = xi d
I
V(xV)
× [−∆U + FRV (xV , xR, x˜i, xi)] .
(28)
with xR = m
2
hU
/m2U and x˜i = m
2
i /m
2
hU
. As expected,
the LQ radial contribution cancel exactly the divergence
from the Goldstone sector. The corresponding expres-
sions for the FRV (xV , xR, x˜, x) loop functions are given in
Appendix B 1 c. In the limit of heavy radials, i.e. x˜i → 0
and xR →∞, these reduce to
FRV (xV , xR, x˜i, x)→ lnxR −
5
2
. (29)
Therefore, the net effect of the LQ radials in the heavy
radial limit is to replace the divergence in (25) by
∆U → lnxR − 5
2
, (30)
namely by a logarithm of the mass ratio plus an O(1)
constant that is the same for all three effective vertices.
2. Model II
Apart from the Ω1,3 fields introduced in Section II, this
model requires an additional scalar with non-zero vev,
Ω15, to generate a non-trivial W matrix (see Appendix A
for details). This field transforms in the adjoint of SU(4)
and therefore it contains a scalar LQ. In the limit ω1,3 = 0
(or equivalently xZ′,G′ = 0), this LQ is identified with the
would-be Goldstone boson and the gauge and Goldstone
contributions become finite (see (27)). However, in the
general case where ω1,3 6= 0, as needed to have θL,Q 6= 0
(see Appendix A), the Goldstone contribution is diver-
gent and all LQ radials have to be considered. Since the
scalar sector is more involved in this case, we do not com-
pute the LQ radial contributions here. However, we note
that, as in the case above, their effect in the heavy and
degenerate radial mass limit is to replace the divergence
in (25) by
∆U → lnxR + fR , (31)
where, similarly to the case above, xR = m
2
R/m
2
U , with
mR being the mass of the LQ radials, and fR is a (uni-
versal) constant, expected to be of O(1).
C. ∆F = 1 semileptonic operators
We define the following effective Lagrangian for the
semileptonic operators involving ∆F = 1 flavor-changing
7transitions that are absent at tree level
L4F∆Q=1 = −
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
W ∗12W22 sQ c
2
L
× [Cαα23`q Oαα23`q + C2333qe O2333qe ] + h.c. ,
L4F∆L=1 = −
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
W21W
∗
22 sL c
2
Q
× [C23ii`q O23ii`q + C2333`u(d)O2333`u(d)] + h.c , (32)
with GU =
√
2 g24/8m
2
U and the effective operators
Oαβij`q = (¯`αLγµ`βL)(q¯iLγµqjL) ,
Oijαβqe = (q¯iLγµqjL)(e¯αRγµeβR) ,
Oαβij`u = (¯`αLγµ`βL)(u¯iRγµujR) ,
Oαβij`d = (¯`αLγµ`βL)(d¯iRγµdjR) . (33)
Neglecting contributions of O(g2SM/g24), with gSM being
the SM couplings, the corresponding Wilson coefficients
at the matching scale are given by (M = I, II)
Cαα23`q = δα3
[
B1211q`
W ∗12W22 c
2
L
+
VMZq
8xZ′
]
+ δα2 s
2
L
[
B1222q`
W ∗12W22 c
2
L
+
VMZq
8xZ′
]
,
C2333qe =
B1211qe
W ∗12W22 c
2
L
+
VMZq
8xZ′
,
C23ii`q = δi3
[
B1121q`
W21W ∗22 c
2
Q
+
VMZ`
8xZ′
]
+ δi2 s
2
Q
[
B2221q`
W21W ∗22 c
2
Q
+
VMZ`
8xZ′
]
,
C2333`u(d) =
B1121u(d)`
W21W ∗22 c
2
Q
+
VMZ`
8xZ′
, (34)
where we omitted the arguments in the loop functions
to simplify the notation. The expressions for the Bijklfg
loop functions, whose flavor indices refer to the SU(4)
basis, are given in Appendix B 2. If we neglect terms of
O(|W12|2), we find the following expression for the box
functions
B1211q`(e)
W ∗12W22 c
2
L
≈ 2xL
(
1
1− xL +
lnxL
(xL − 1)2
)
,
B1121q`(e)
W21W ∗22 c
2
Q
≈ 2xQ
(
1
1− xQ +
lnxQ
(xQ − 1)2
)
. (35)
We also provide the corresponding amplitudes for the
hadronic and leptonic boxes in Appendix B 2. The
hadronic and leptonic ∆F = 1 EFT contributions can
thus be obtained with trivial replacements in the expres-
sions given here.
D. ∆F = 1 dipole operators
For dipole-type operators, we define the following ef-
fective Lagrangians
L2F∆L=1 = −
4GU√
2
1
16pi2
W21W
∗
22 sL c
2
Q
∑
A
CeAOeA + h.c.,
L2F∆Q=1 = −
4GU√
2
1
16pi2
W ∗12W22 sQ c
2
L
×
∑
A
[CuAOuA + CdAOdA ]+ h.c. , (36)
with the dipole operators defined as
OuA = q¯2Lσµν FˆµνA u3RH˜ ,
OdA = q¯2Lσµν FˆµνA d3RH ,
OeA = ¯`2Lσµν FˆµνA `3RH . (37)
where H˜ = iσ2H
∗, the Higgs vev is normalized such that
〈H†H〉 = v2/2 with v ≈ 246 GeV, and
FˆµνB = gY B
µν , FˆµνW = g2 T
IW I µν ,
FˆµνG = gs T
aGaµν . (38)
We compute the Wilson coefficients to first order in
the (third-generation) SM Yukawa couplings and, consis-
tently with the semileptonic amplitudes discussed above,
we neglect flavor-violating effects from the CKM matrix.
In this limit, the Wilson coefficients for the ∆Q = 1
down-type operators can be written in the following gen-
eral form
CdA = −
yb
2
[
QA`L G1(xL) +Q
A
U G2(xL)
]
+
yτ
2
W21
W ∗12W22c
2
L
3
2
QAU , (39)
where
QB`L = −
1
2
, QW`L = 1 , Q
G
`L = 0 ,
QBU =
2
3
, QWU = 0 , Q
G
U = 1 . (40)
The loop functions
G1(x) = x
[
2− 5x
2(x− 1)4 lnx−
4− 13x+ 3x2
4(x− 1)3
]
,
G2(x) = x
[
4x− 1
2(x− 1)4 x lnx+
2− 5x− 3x2
4(x− 1)3
]
, (41)
vanish for x → 0 and approach G1(1) → −11/24 and
G2(1) → −5/24 in the x → 1 limit. The separate con-
tributions from each loop diagram are reported in Ap-
pendix B 3. The expression of the (phenomenologically
less interesting) coefficient CuA is obtained from C
d
A re-
placing yb with yt, and yτ with the third generation neu-
trino Yukawa coupling yν . In the lepton case we find
CeA = −
yτ
2
Nc
[
QAqL G1(xQ) +Q
A
U G2(xQ)
]
8+
yb
2
Nc
W ∗12
W21W ∗22c
2
Q
3
2
QAU , (42)
where QBqL =
1
6 , Q
W
qL = 1, and Nc = 3 is the number of
colors of the particles in the loop. Due to the colorless
nature of the leptons, there is no gluon-dipole operator.
For completeness, we note that the coefficients of the
photon-dipole operators
Odγ = e q¯2LσµνFµνd3RH , Oeγ = e ¯`2LσµνFµν`3RH , (43)
which are particularly interesting from the phenomeno-
logical point of view, can be obtained by the coefficients
above as Cd(e)γ = Cd(e)B −Cd(e)W /2 or, equivalently, by using
(39) and (42), with QAf being the electric charges of the
corresponding states.
E. ∆F = 2 hadronic operators
We write the effective Lagrangian for ∆Q = 2 transi-
tions as
L∆Q=2 = −4GU√
2
α4
4pi
(W ∗12W22 sQ c
2
L)
2
× F∆F=2(xL) (q¯2Lγµq3L)2 + h.c. . (44)
The loop function
F∆F=2(x) =
1
2
B1221qq
(W ∗12W22 c
2
L)
2
=
x(x+ 4)(x2 − 1)
8(x− 1)3
[
1
2
+
x lnx
1− x2
]
, (45)
is such that F∆F=2(1) = 5/48 and, for small x,
F∆F=2(x) =
1
4
x+O(x2) . (46)
The expressions for the individual contributions from
each diagram are reported in Appendix B 2. Note that
the loop function in (45) does not agree with the ex-
pression in [16, 20], which was obtained by rescaling the
W box contribution. As we already mentioned in Sec-
tion III A, the different fermion mixing structure of the
model compared to the SM does not allow for a naive
rescaling of the SM amplitudes. Adopting the same nor-
malization, the loop function in [16, 20] has the same
x→ 0 behavior as F∆F=2(x) in (46), but a steeper raise
for larger x values, reaching 3/16 for x = 1. As a result,
we deduce that the bound on xL derived in [16, 20] from
Bs mixing is slightly overestimated.
We finally note that an analogous expression for ∆L =
2 transitions is found by replacing (W ∗12W22 sQ c
2
L)
2 →
Nc (W21W
∗
22 sL c
2
Q)
2, with the same loop function but
with xQ as argument instead of xL.
IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
A. b→ sνν transitions
Before electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking, the part
of the effective Lagrangian relevant for b → sνν decays
is
Leff ⊃ −4GU√
2
[
C3333`q O3333`q +
α4
4pi
β23 C3323`q O3323`q
]
+ h.c. ,
(47)
where β23 = W
∗
12W22 sQ c
2
L. At the matching scale, C3333`q
can be decomposed as2
C3333`q = −
1
4xZ′
[
1 +
α4
4pi
δCNLO`q (xZ′)
]
, (48)
with δCNLO`q (1) ≈ 8 [26]. We have checked explicitly using
DsixTools (based on the Renormalization Group Evolu-
tion (RGE) equations in [28–30]) that RGE effects in
C3333`q (µ = mZ), including the mixing with the flavor-
conserving leptoquark mediated operator, are below 20%.
After EW symmetry breaking, we can project the con-
tributions of O3333`q and O3323`q onto the coefficients of the
the operators (s¯LγµbL)(ν¯`γ
µν`), that we normalize as in
the SM,
Leff = −4GF√
2
αw
2pi
VtbV
∗
ts C` (s¯LγµbL)(ν¯`γ
µν`) , (49)
where αw = α/s
2
w = g
2
2/(4pi) and Vij are CKM matrix el-
ements. Neglecting the tiny contributions suppressed by
light quark masses, the lepton-universal SM contribution
read
CSM` = Xt , (50)
where Xt = 1.48 ± 0.01 [31]. Taking into account the
contribution of (47) after diagonalizing the Yukawa cou-
plings, we get C` ≈ CSM` for ` = e, µ and
Cτ ≈ CSMτ [1 + ρ∆Cτ ] , (51)
where
∆Cτ =
sb
VtbV ∗ts
C3333`q +
β∗bτβsτ
VtbV ∗ts
(α4
4pi
C3323`q + CRGEU
)
,
ρ =
2pi
αwXt
GU
GF
= 1.26×
(
CU
0.01
)
. (52)
Here, sb is the 2-3 mixing from the left-handed diagonal-
ization of Yd, defined as in [20, 32], and we have neglected
terms of O(s2b). Employing the notation of [20], we fur-
ther identified CU = GU/GF and β23 = β
∗
bτβsτ+O(s2L,d),
2 In the notation of [26], C3333`q = C
(1)
`q .
9FIG. 1. Model predictions for the modifications of B(B → K(∗)νν) relative to the SM predictions, see Eq. (55). The bands are
due to the variation of radial masses in the range mR ∈ [1, 2pi]×mU (with fR = 0 in model II). See main text for more details.
and neglected the terms of O(s2L,d). Finally, CRGEU en-
codes the RGE-induced contribution from the flavor-
violating tree-level leptoquark mediated operator. Using
DsixTools [33] and setting mU = 4 TeV, we find
CRGEU ≈ −0.058 . (53)
With this notation, we can write
B(B → K(∗)νν)
B(B → K(∗)νν)SM = 1 +
2
3
ρ∆Cτ +
1
3
ρ2 ∆C2τ . (54)
Of the two contributions to ∆Cτ in (52), the one pro-
portional to sb can induce at most a ±3% correction to
B(B → K(∗)νν): the value of sb is indeed severely con-
strained by the tree-level Z ′ and G′ contributions to Bs
mixing, which imply |sb| <∼ 0.1 × |Vts| [15–17, 20]. The
contribution proportional to β23 ≈ βsτβ∗bτ can be larger,
yielding up to O(60%) corrections to the B(B → K(∗)νν)
SM value. Moreover, the sign of the correction is unam-
biguously connected to the sign of the new physics contri-
butions to RD(∗) . More precisely, an enhancement of the
RD(∗) ratios requires a positive β23 that, in turn, implies
an enhancement also in B(B → K(∗)νν).
In Fig. 1 we plot
∆B→K(∗)νν ≡
B(B → K(∗)νν)
B(B → K(∗)νν)SM − 1 , (55)
as a function of xL setting β23 = 3|Vts|, CU = 0.01 and
g4 = 3, which are natural benchmark values to fit RD(∗)
while avoiding direct searches [32]. Changing β23 and CU
leads to uniform linear re-scaling of the plot
∆B→K(∗)νν → ∆[Fig. 1]B→K(∗)νν ×
(
CU
0.01
)(
β23
3|Vts|
)
. (56)
The value of ∆B→K(∗)νν at xL = 0 corresponds to the
contribution of CRGEU in (52), whereas the growth with
xL is due to C3323`q . As a result, a change of g4 would
rescale only the latter contribution. It is worth noting
that the Belle II Collaboration should be able to measure
B(B → K(∗)νν) with a 10% error, assuming the SM
value [34], and thus should be able to probe most of the
parameter space of the model relevant to fit the B-physics
anomalies.
B. b→ cτν transitions
In this section we evaluate the modifications of b→ cτν
decay amplitudes, and their impact in RD and RD∗ , with
respect to the NLO effects estimated in [26, 27] in the
limit of minimal field content. In the rest of the section
we refer to these previous works as Ref. I [26] and II [27].
Before EW symmetry breaking, the effective La-
grangian relevant to charged-current transitions can be
decomposed as
LCC = −4GU√
2
[CULLOULL + (CULROULR + h.c.)] , (57)
where we have left the flavor indices implicit, and the
operators are defined as
[OULL]αijβ = (¯`αLγµqiL)(q¯jLγµ`βL) ,
[OULR]αijβ = (¯`αLγµqiL)(d¯jRγµeβR) . (58)
Restricting the attention to b→ cτν decays, quark flavor
indices assume the values 3 and 2, whereas the lepton fla-
10
vor indices are always third generation (in close analogy
to the b→ sνν case discussed above).
At the matching scale, the relevant Wilson coefficients
can be decomposed as
[CULL]3333 = |W11|2
[
1 +
α4
4pi
δC(4),33LL +
αs
4pi
δC(s),33LL
]
,
[CULR]3333 = W ∗11 eiφLR
[
1 +
α4
4pi
δC(4),33LR +
αs
4pi
δC(s),33LR
]
,
[CULL]3233 = −W ∗21W11sQ
[
1 +
α4
4pi
δC(4),32LL +
αs
4pi
δC(s),32LL
]
,
[CULR]3233 = −W ∗21 sQ eiφLR
[
1 +
α4
4pi
δC(4),32LR +
αs
4pi
δC(s),32LR
]
,
(59)
where φLR parametrizes the arbitrary relative phase be-
tween left- and right-handed currents, related to the
embedding of SM quark and leptons in SU(4) multi-
plets [17]. The first term in all the expressions above
corresponds to the tree-level contribution that, compared
to Ref. I and II, is modulated by a combination of W en-
tries also in the flavor-conserving case.
The NLO corrections can be further decomposed into a
factorizable contribution due to the renormalization of g4
(under both α4 and αs corrections) and non-factorizable
finite contributions due to box amplitudes and non-
universal vertex corrections. In order to follow the ap-
proach adopted in Ref. I and II as closely as possible, we
renormalize g4 from the on-shell inclusive decay width of
the LQ into a τ lepton and any quark species, that we
denote as ΓUτ . In the absence of high-energy observables
sensitive to Wij , we treat W21 (and correspondingly W11)
as an effective low-energy parameter that we do not need
to normalize.
By construction, the αs corrections are flavor blind and
can be directly extracted from the result in Ref. II. Sum-
ming factorizable and non-factorizable contributions, and
assuming the custodial limit for the vector masses, yields
δC(s),ijLL ≈ 2.65 , δC(s),ijLR (µ = mU ) ≈ 7.15 . (60)
As far as the leading α4 corrections are concerned, the
renormalization of g4 proceeds as in Ref. I and II. The
unitarity of the W matrix ensures that the finite vertex
corrections are independent of W to a good approxima-
tion. The residual W dependence of ΓUτ , proportional to
|W21|2, vanishes in the limit m2Q,L  m2V and is expected
to be subleading. This subleading contribution is model
dependent and we neglect it in the following. We can
thus decompose the α4 NLO corrections as
δC(4),ijLL(R) = δC(4)|IF + δC(4)LL(R)|INF
+ δC(4)|VLF + δC(4),ijLL(R)|VLNF . (61)
Here the subscript I refers to the flavor-blind result ob-
tained in Ref. I that, in the custodial limit for the vector
masses, yields
δC(4)|IF ≈ 0 , δC(4)LL(R)|INF ≈
11
4
(
29
4
)
. (62)
where the subscript F (NF) denotes the factorizable (non-
factorizable) contributions. The factorizable contribu-
tion due to vector-like quarks, δC(4)|VLF , corresponds to
the two-point function corrections that can be found in
Appendix C 1. This is the only effect due to these ad-
ditional degrees of freedom that does not vanish in the
xQ,L → 0 limit. We find that this contribution yields
an O(5% − 10%) reduction of the WCs, for fixed on-
shell coupling g4 = 3. As far as non-factorizable correc-
tions are concerned, δC(4),ijLL(R)|VLNF, we neglect the contribu-
tions generated from the vertex, consistently with what
we did with the g4 renormalization, and consider only
the box contributions. Given the results in Ref. I, the
vertex contributions are expected to be numerically sub-
leading compared to the box amplitudes. The complete
expressions for the box amplitudes can be found in Ap-
pendix C 2. In the custodial limit for the vector masses,
we have
δC(4),33LL(R)|VLNF ≈ 0 ,
δC(4),32LL |VLNF ≈
15
8
c2Q
xQ
(1− xQ)2 (1− xQ + lnxQ) ,
δC(4),32LR |VLNF ≈
45
8
c2Q
xQ
(1− xQ)2 (1− xQ + lnxQ) , (63)
which in the xQ, cQ → 1 limit yield
δC(4),32LL |VLNF = −15/16 , δC(4),32LR |VLNF = −45/16 . (64)
The ratio between LL and LR effective operators is
of phenomenological relevance, since it affects the rela-
tive weight of scalar and vector contributions to RD and
RD∗ . At the tree level, this ratio is completely deter-
mined by W11 and the phase φLR. At NLO accuracy it
gets modified by the non-factorizable corrections and be-
comes flavor dependent. To parametrize this effect, we
define the WC ratios at the matching scale
ρ33LR ≡
[CULR]33
[CULL]33
=
eiφLR
W11
[
1 +
α4
4pi
(δC(4)LR|INF − δC(4)LL|INF)
]
+
αs
4pi
(δC(s),33LR − δC(s),33LL ) ,
ρ32LR ≡
[CULR]32
[CULL]32
=
eiφLR
W11
[
ρ33LR +
α4
4pi
(δC(4),32LR |VLNF
− δC(4),32LL |VLNF)
]
. (65)
At fixed g4 = 3, we have ρ
33
LR ≈ 1.29 eiφLR/W11 and
ρ32LR/ρ
33
LR ∈ [1.0, 0.92] for cQ = 1 and xQ ∈ [0, 1].
We have now collected all the ingredients to provide a
description of the LQ contributions to the RD(∗) ratios
at NLO accuracy. Expressing the quark fields in terms
of mass eigenstates (after EW symmetry breaking), and
evolving the effective operators down to µ = mb, we ob-
tain
∆RX ≡ RX
RSMX
− 1
11
≈ 2CU
[
[CULL]3333 (1− ηS cX ρ33LR)
+ [CULL]3233
Vcs
Vcb
(1− ηS cX ρ32LR)
]
, (66)
where X = D,D∗. Here ηS is the factor encoding the
RGE evolution of OULR, which for mU = 4 TeV assumes
the value ηS ≈ 1.8 [33]. The coefficients cX encode the
ratios of the hadronic matrix elements of scalar and vec-
tor operators in the two modes. According to [35, 36],
they are given by cD ≈ 1.5 and cD∗ ≈ 0.14.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a systematic anal-
ysis of the impact of vector-like fermions, beyond the
tree level, in models based on the (flavor non-universal)
SU(4) × SU(3)′ × SU(2)L × U(1)X gauge group. The
inclusion of such heavy fields in this class of models is
necessary for a successful phenomenological description
of the SM spectrum at low-energies, in particular to de-
scribe masses and mixing angles for the light genera-
tions [17, 18, 20]. Vector-like fermions are also a key
ingredient to enhance the 3−2 flavor mixing in the effec-
tive coupling of the TeV-scale LQ field to SM fermions,
providing a better fit to the charged-current B anoma-
lies [16]. We have considered two possible embeddings
of the vector-like fermions into the model, both satisfy-
ing these phenomenological requirements. Interestingly,
most of the conclusions we have derived are, to a large
extent, independent of the specific embedding.
The new sources of flavor symmetry breaking due to
the additional mass terms associated to the vector-like
fermions lead to non-vanishing FCNC amplitudes that
are not present in the minimal version of the model. We
have elucidated the origin of this phenomenon in general
terms, and we have systematically analyzed the matching
conditions for FCNC semileptonic, dipole and ∆F = 2
operators. Using these results, combined with previous
NLO results in [26], we present the first complete anal-
ysis of the impact of the U1 leptoquark in B → K(∗)νν
decays beyond the tree level. As shown in Fig. 1, the
branching ratios of these rare modes are unambiguously
predicted to be enhanced by 10% to 50% in the parameter
region of the model providing a good fit to the B-physics
anomalies.
The inclusion of vector-like fermions leads also to siz-
able NLO effects in amplitudes which are non-vanishing
already at the tree-level, such as charged-current semilep-
tonic transitions. Extending our previous works [26, 27],
we have analyzed these additional NLO effects. Using
these results, we have derived phenomenological expres-
sions of the RD(∗) ratios, in terms of the model parame-
ters, which include all the relevant corrections at O(α4)
and O(αs). These results will allow us to perform precise
compatibility tests of the B-physics anomalies, if con-
firmed as clear signals of physics beyond the SM, with
the predictions of 4321 models.
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Appendix A: Vector-like fermion implementations
As discussed in II C, there are several possible imple-
mentations for the massive fermions. In this appendix,
we discuss in more detail the two realizations correspond-
ing to model I and II in Table II. We also complete the
discussion in II C by including Goldstone boson and (or)
physical scalar interactions with fermions for each imple-
mentation.
1. Model I
This model consists of a simplified version of the com-
posite model in [21], where a single vector-like family is
included. In this implementation, the vector-like mass
and fermion mixing terms are given by (i = 2, 3)
Lmix = λiQ Ψ¯′iL Ω†3QR + λiL Ψ¯′iL Ω†1 LR
+Mq q¯
′ 2
L QR +M`
¯`′ 2
L LR + h.c. , (A1)
where Ψ′ iL = (Ψ
q ′ i
L Ψ
` ′ i
L ) with Ψ
q,` ′
L defined as in (11),
and with Ω1,3 as in (5). In the composite model in [21],
one has ω1 = ω3, so the vevs of Ω1,3 preserve the cus-
todial SU(4)V symmetry. Moreover, only the Goldstone
and vev part of Ω1,3 is the same as in (5), while the physi-
cal scalars, together with other composite resonances, are
expected to have masses around the compositeness scale,
Λ ≈ 4piω1,3, much larger than the heavy gauge boson
masses. However, to illustrate the effect of the radial
modes in the computation of the FCNCs, we leave this
model general by treating ω1 and ω3 as independent pa-
rameters and we keep the leptoquark radial in Ω1,3.
After Ω1,3 acquires a vev, it is straightforward to write
the fermion mass terms in the form of (10) (see also (15)),
with
Mq =
(
Mq
λQ
ω3√
2
)
, M` =
(
M`
λL
ω1√
2
)
. (A2)
Moving to the SU(4) basis defined in (19), the La-
grangian in (A1) can be rewritten as
Lmix = mQ Q¯LQR +mL L¯LLR + LGB + Lrad , (A3)
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with
LGB = g4√
2
φU
(
mL
mU
cLWi2 Q¯iL LR −
mQ
mU
cQW2i Q¯R LiL
)
+ i
g4
2
√
6
φZ′
(
mQ
mZ′
cQ Q¯2LQR − 3
mL
mZ′
cL L¯2LLR
)
+ ig4 φ
a
G′
mQ
mG′
cQ Q¯2L T aQR + h.c., (A4)
Lrad ⊃ g4√
2
hU
(
mL
mU
cLWi2 cotβ Q¯iL LR
+
mQ
mU
cQW2i tanβ Q¯R LiL
)
. (A5)
and where, in the radial interactions, we included only
the leptoquark interactions.
2. Model II
This model consists of a simplified version of the one
in [20], with only one vector-like family. Since in this im-
plementation χR is an SU(4) multiplet, a new source of
SU(4) breaking beyond the Ω1,3 vevs is needed to gen-
erate a mixing between SU(4) flavor states. This can be
obtained from the vev of a new scalar field, Ω15, trans-
forming in the adjoint of SU(4) and singlet under the
rest of the 4321 group. Once this new field is introduced,
the vector-like mass and fermion mixing terms for this
model read (i = 2, 3)
Lmix = λi15 Ψ¯iL Ω15 χR +M iχ Ψ¯iL χR
+ λq q¯
′ 2
L Ω3 χR + λ`
¯`′ 2
L Ω1 χR + h.c. (A6)
where Ψ′ iL = (Ψ
q ′ i
L Ψ
` ′ i
L ) with Ψ
q,` ′
L defined as in (11).
Since the scalar sector of this model is more complicated,
we do not discuss the radial modes here. The Goldstone
and vev part of Ω1,3 retain the same form as in (5) (with
mU as in (A8)), while the Goldstone and vev part of Ω15
decompose under the SM group as
Ω15 =
ω15
2
√
6
(
13×3 −4 g4√2
φU
mU
−4 g4√
2
φ†U
mU
−3
)
+ . . . , (A7)
where the dots represent radial excitations that we do
not consider. The presence of a vev for Ω15 introduces
an explicit breaking of the custodial SU(4) symmetry in
the gauge boson masses. Indeed, this vev does not affect
the Z ′ and G′ masses, but it does change the U1 mass
compared to the one given in (4). More precisely, we now
have
mU =
g4
2
√
ω21 + ω
2
3 +
4
3
ω215 . (A8)
Once more, it is possible to write the fermion mass
terms in the form of (10) after Ω1,3,15 acquire a vev.
Namely,
Mq =
(
λq
ω3√
2
Mχ +M15
)
, M` =
(
λ`
ω1√
2
Mχ − 3M15
)
, (A9)
where M15 ≡ λ15 ω15/(2
√
6). Note that, in the limit
ω15 = 0, the mass vectors are aligned and the W =
W †q W` matrix becomes the identity. Using the same de-
composition as in (A3), we now find for the Goldstone
boson interactions
LGB = g4√
2
φU
[(
mL
mU
cLWi2 Q¯iL LR −
mQ
mU
cQW2i Q¯R LiL
)
+
(
mL
mU
Q¯R LL − mQ
mU
Q¯L LR
)]
− i g4
2
√
6
φZ′
(
mQ
mZ′
sQ q¯
′
LQR − 3
mL
mZ′
sL ¯`
′
LLR
)
− ig4 φaG′
mQ
mG′
sQ q¯
′
L T
aQR + h.c., (A10)
with q′L = cQ q
2
L+sQQL, and analogously for `
′
L (see (13)
for the definition of the mixing angles). Note that the
first term in the φU interactions coincides with the one
in the previous model, c.f. (A4). The second term is
new and is related to the fact that χR is now charged
under SU(4). Also note that, contrary to the previous
case, there are no Goldstone couplings to φZ′,G′ in the
limit sq,` → 0, making manifest the custodial symmetry
breaking. The interactions involving the SM fields are
however the same in both models.
3. SU(4)V structure of W and Oq,`
A complementary (model-independent) view about the
mixing matrices W and Oq,` is obtained by looking at
their transformation properties under the SU(4)V custo-
dial symmetry. To do so, we rewrite (10) using a SU(4)-
invariant notation,
Lmass = ξ¯LM4χR + ψ′2LM1χR , (A11)
with ξL defined in (9). Since the two Ma mix different
SU(4) representations with the same right-handed field,
one of them necessarily break the SU(4) gauge symmetry
(M4 in model I, and M1 in model II). We can further
decompose the Ma in the SU(4)V space as
Ma = 1
4
[Maχ + ∆MaTQ−L] , (A12)
where TQ−L = 32 (TB−L +
1
3 ), such that the M
a
q,` defined
in (15) are
Maq,` =Maχ ±∆Ma . (A13)
From this decomposition we see that, in addition to the
breaking of the SU(4) gauge symmetry, the Ma can
break the SU(4)V symmetry if ∆Ma 6= 0. Finally, since
M4 is a vector in flavor space, it can give rise to flavor
mixing if its SU(4)V conserving and violating compo-
nents are not aligned in the U(2)ξ flavor space.
The rotation matrices W˜q,` and Oq,` are determined by
the diagonalization of the 3×3 hermitian matrixMLM†L,
13
where ML is the vector
MTL =
(M1,M41,M42) , (A14)
for quark and leptons. The matrix MLM†L has rank
one and is dominated by M4χ. To understand how the
mixing matrices are related to the breaking of the various
symmetries, let us consider the basis whereM4χ is aligned
to the second generation of ξL,
M4χ =
(
0
Mχ
)
, (A15)
and let us consider the limiting case where all the other
contributions toML are small relative to Mχ. Then from
the perturbative diagonalization of MLM†L we obtain
(Oq,`)13 ≈ M
1 ±∆M1
Mχ
=
M1q,`
Mχ
,
W12 ≈ (W˜` − W˜q)23 ≈ −2∆M
4
1
Mχ
=
(M4` )1 − (M4q )1
Mχ
.
(A16)
Form this we deduce that
• W 6= 1 can be achieved only with a double breaking
of SU(4)V and the U(2)ξ flavor symmetry in M4.
• Oq,` 6= 1 necessarily require SU(4) breaking, in-
volving both M1 and M4, but does not require
SU(4)V breaking. If the custodial symmetry is un-
broken Oq = O`.
Appendix B: Details on the FCNC computations
1. Z′ and G′ flavor-changing vertices
a. Contribution from gauge and Goldstone fields
The flavor-changing G′ and Z ′ one-loop vertices are
given in Figure 2, with the internal curvy (dashed) line
denoting the U1 LQ (Goldstone). Using the same normal-
ization as in (24), the contribution from each diagram at
s = 0 and in the Feynman gauge reads
Va+b = Ni [f1(xi)− xi f2(xi)] ,
Vc = g
L
V
[
2xi lnxi
xi − 1 − f1(xi) c
2
i
]
+ 2 gRV f3(xi) ,
Vd = −3 gVUU f1(xi) ,
Ve = g
L
V xi f3(xi)− gRV xi [f2(xi) + f3(xi)] ,
Vf+g = −2 gVUφ f1(xi) ,
Vh = gVφφ xi f2(xi) , (B1)
where i = L (Q) for the quark (lepton) vertices, xQ,L =
m2Q,L/m
2
U , NL = 3NQ = 3, and
f1(x) =
x2 lnx
(x− 1)2 −
x
x− 1 ,
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
(g)
(f)
(h)
FIG. 2. One loop diagrams contributing to the Z′ and G′
flavor-changing vertices.
(i) (ii)
FIG. 3. Flavor-changing fermion self-energy diagrams corre-
sponding to the blob in diagrams (a) and (b) of Figure 2.
f2(x) =
1
2
[
∆U +
1
2
− f1(x)
]
,
f3(x) =
x lnx
(x− 1)2 −
x
x− 1 , (B2)
with ∆U =
1
 − γE + ln 4pi + ln µ
2
m2U
. Note that we have
applied the unitarity relations discussed in III A in dia-
grams (a.i), (b), (c) and (d). Due to this unitarity cancel-
lations, the contributions from these diagrams are finite.
Diagrams (f) and (g) require a fermion mass insertion
and are also finite. On the other hand, diagrams (a.ii),
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(e) and (h) are divergent.
The couplings are given by
gLZ′q = 3 g
L
Z′`
= 3 , gLG′ = g
R
G′ = 0 ,
gZ′UU = 4 , gG′UU = 1 ,
gZ′φU = 4 (1− xZ′) , gG′φU = 1− xG′ ,
gZ′φφ = 4
(
1− xZ′
2
)
, gG′φφ = 1− xG
′
2
, (B3)
The right-handed fermion couplings are different in
model I and II. For model I, these couplings are zero,
while in model II gLZ′q,Z′`
= gRZ′q,Z′`
.
b. Contributions from radial modes
We discuss here the contributions from the radial
modes, which we compute only for model I. The diagrams
to be computed are the same as in Figure 2 replacing the
Goldstone by a radial leptoquark, except for (h) which
has two contributions: one with two radials, and one with
a radial and a Goldstone. We find
V Ra+b = −g2hiNi xi f4(x˜i) ,
V Re = g
L
V g
2
hi xi f3(x˜i) ,
V Rf+g = 2 gVUh ghi xi f5(xi, xR) ,
V Rh = gVhh g
2
hi xi f4(x˜i) + gVhφ ghi xi f6(xi, xR) , (B4)
where i = L (Q) for the quark (lepton) vertices, x˜i =
m2i /m
2
hU
, xR = m
2
hU
/m2U , and the loop functions are
defined as
f4(x) = f2(x)− 1
2
lnxR ,
f5(x1, x2) =
x1 lnx1
(x2 − x1)(x1 − 1) +
x2 lnx2
(x1 − x2)(x2 − 1) ,
f6(x1, x2) =
1
2
[
∆U +
3
2
+
x21 lnx1
(x2 − x1)(x1 − 1)
+
x22 lnx2
(x1 − x2)(x2 − 1)
]
, (B5)
and the radial couplings are given by
ghQ = cotβ , ghL = − tanβ ,
gZ′Uh = −4 sinβ cosβ , gG′Uh = 2 sinβ cosβ ,
gZ′φh = gZ′Uh , gG′φh = gG′Uh ,
gZ′hh = 1 + 2 sin
2 β , gG′hh = cos
2 β . (B6)
In the limit of very heavy radial mass compared to gauge
boson and vector-like fermion masses, where x˜i → 0 and
xR →∞, the loop functions above reduce to
f3(x˜i)→ 0 ,
f4(x˜i)→ 1
2
[
∆U − lnxR + 1
2
]
,
f5(xi, xR)→ 0 ,
f6(xi, xR)→ 1
2
[
∆U − lnxR + 3
2
]
. (B7)
c. Final result
Here we compile the results from the previous sec-
tions, using the same notation as in Section III B. For
the gauge and Goldstone contributions, the regular func-
tions in model I are
F IZ′q (xZ′ , xL, cL) = −xZ′F1(xL) +
73 + 12 c2L − 3xL
4(xL − 1)
− 12 + (20 + 6 c
2
L)xL + 3x
2
L
2(xL − 1)2 lnxL
F IZ′`
(xZ′ , xQ, cQ) = −xZ′F1(xQ) +
67 + 4c2Q − xQ
4(xQ − 1)
− 4 + 2(14 + c
2
Q)xQ + x
2
Q
2(xQ − 1)2 lnxQ
F IG′(xG′ , xL, cL) = −
xG′
4
F1(xL) +
4
xL − 1
− 4
(xL − 1)2 xL lnxL , (B8)
while the regular functions in model II read
F IIZ′q (xZ′ , xL, cL) = −xZ′F1(xL) +
13 + 3 c2L
xL − 1
− 13 + 3 c
2
L
(xL − 1)2 xL lnxL ,
F IIZ′`
(xZ′ , xQ, cQ) = −xZ′F1(xQ) +
15 + c2Q
xQ − 1
− 15 + c
2
Q
(xQ − 1)2 xQ lnxQ ,
F IIG′ (xG′ , xL, cL) = F
I
G′(xG′ , xL, cL) , (B9)
with xQ,L = m
2
Q,L/m
2
U and cQ,L as in (13), and the
function F1 defined as
F1(x) =
3(x+ 5)
2(x− 1) −
x+ 8
(x− 1)2 x lnx . (B10)
The regular functions for the radial contributions,
which we computed only for model I, are given by
FRIZ′q (xZ
′ , xR, x˜L, xL) = F2(xR, x˜L, xL)
+
(2xZ′ − 7) x˜L
(x˜L − 1)(2xZ′ − 1)
+
6x˜L ln x˜L
(x˜L − 1)2(2xZ′ − 1) ,
FRIZ′`
(xZ′ , xR, x˜Q, xQ) = F2(xR, x˜Q, xQ)
+
(2xZ′ − 5) x˜Q
(x˜Q − 1)(2xZ′ − 3)
+
2x˜Q ln x˜Q
(x˜Q − 1)2(2xZ′ − 3) ,
FRIG′ (xR, x˜L, xL) = F2(xR, x˜L, xL) +
x˜L
x˜L − 1 ,
(B11)
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(b)
(c)
(a)
(d)
FIG. 4. Box diagrams contributing to the FCNCs.
where we used the mass relations xZ′ =
1
2 + sin
2 β and
xG′ = 2 cos
2 β, and the function F2 defined as
F2(x1, x2, x3) = −5
2
+
x21 + (9 + x3)x1 − x3
(x1 − x3)(x1 − 1) lnx1
− x
2
2 lnx2
(x2 − 1)2 +
2(x3 + 4)x3 lnx3
(x3 − x1)(x3 − 1) .
(B12)
Note that the singular points xZ′ → 3/2, 1/2 imply
ω1,3 → 0, respectively, for which W → 1 and therefore
vanishing FCNCs.
2. Box diagrams
Here, we provide further details on the calculation of
the box amplitudes. We present the results in the SU(4)
basis (see (19)), but we focus on the cases where only
SM particles are present in the external states. There
are four possible topologies contributing to these ampli-
tudes. These are shown in Fig. 4, with the curvy line
denoting the U1 exchange, and the dashed line denoting
a φU Goldstone exchange. Note that mixed diagrams
with Goldstone and gauge leptoquarks necessarily con-
tain a vector-like fermion as external state, which we do
not consider here. Furthermore, we do not consider ra-
dial box contributions. These can be easily obtained from
the Goldstone-box contribution by appropriately replac-
ing the couplings, and are power-suppressed in the limit
of heavy radial masses.
a. Semileptonic amplitudes
The amplitudes for the semileptonic box contribution
with two left-handed currents read3
[Aq`NC]ijαβ = i
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
Bijαβq` (v¯jγµPLui)(u¯αγ
µPLvβ) .
(B13)
Only the non-planar diagrams contribute to this ampli-
tude, i.e. Bq` = B
c
q` + B
d
q`. The contributions of each
diagram read
[Bcq`]
ijαβ = 2 δijδαβ B(0, 0)
+ 2 δαβW
∗
i2Wj2 c
2
L [B(xL, 0)−B(0, 0)]
+ 2 δijW
∗
2αW2β c
2
Q [B(0, xQ)−B(0, 0)]
+ 2W ∗i2Wj2W
∗
2αW2β c
2
Q c
2
L
× [B(xQ, xL)−B(xQ, 0)−B(0, xL) +B(0, 0)] ,
[Bdq`]
ijαβ =
1
2
W ∗i2Wj2W
∗
2αW2β xQ xL c
2
Q c
2
L B˜(xQ, xL) .
(B14)
In the Feynman gauge, the loop functions are given by
B(x1, x2) =
1
(1− x1)(1− x2) +
x21 lnx1
(1− x1)2(x1 − x2)
+
x22 lnx2
(1− x2)2(x2 − x1) ,
B˜(x1, x2) =
B(x1, x2)
4
. (B15)
which, as expected, are finite in this gauge.
On the other hand, the box amplitudes for the case
with one left-handed and one right-handed current are
[Au(d)`NC ]ijαβ =
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
Bijαβu(d)` (v¯jγµPLui)(u¯αγ
µPRvβ) ,
[AqeNC]ijαβ =
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
Bijαβqe (v¯jγµPLui)(u¯αγ
µPRvβ) .
(B16)
In this case, there are no Goldstone contribution so the
only relevant contribution comes from diagram (c) in Fig-
ure 4
Bijαβu(d)` =
1
2
δijδαβ B(0, 0)
+
1
2
δijW2αW
∗
2β c
2
Q [B(0, xQ)−B(0, 0)] ,
Bijαβqe =
1
2
δijδαβ B(0, 0)
+
1
2
δαβW
∗
i2Wj2 c
2
L [B(xL, 0)−B(0, 0)] . (B17)
3 We define the amplitudes between an initial (partonic) state |i〉
and a final state |f〉 as
Aij = 〈f |T{ei
∫
d4xLint}|i〉.
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b. Hadronic amplitude
The amplitude to the hadronic box contribution with
two left-handed currents reads
[AqqNC]ijkl = −i
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
[Bqq]
ijkl (v¯jγµPLui)(u¯kγ
µPLvl) ,
(B18)
in which only planar diagrams contribute, i.e. Bqq =
Baqq +B
b
qq. The contribution of each diagram is given by
[Baqq]
ijkl =
1
2
δijδklB(0, 0)
+
1
2
(δklW
∗
i2Wj2 + δijWk2W
∗
l2) c
2
L
× [B(xL, 0)−B(0, 0)]
+
1
2
W ∗i2Wj2Wk2W
∗
l2 c
4
L
× [B(xL, xL)− 2B(xL, 0) +B(0, 0)] ,
[Bbqq]
ijkl =
1
2
W ∗i2Wj2Wk2W
∗
l2 x
2
L c
4
L B˜(xL, xL) , (B19)
with the same loop functions as in the semileptonic case,
c.f. (B15).
c. Leptonic amplitude
The corresponding box amplitude with two left-handed
currents is given by
[A``NC]αβγδ = −i
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
Bαβγδ` (v¯βγµPLuα)(u¯γγ
µPLvδ) ,
(B20)
As in the hadronic case, only planar diagrams contribute.
Each of them yields the following contribution
[Ba``]
αβγδ =
3
2
δαβδγδ B(0, 0)
+
3
2
(
δγδW2αW
∗
2β + δαβW
∗
2γW2δ
)
c2Q
× [B(xQ, 0)−B(0, 0)]
+
3
2
W2αW
∗
2βW
∗
2γW2δ c
4
Q
× [B(xQ, xQ)− 2B(xQ, 0) +B(0, 0)] ,
[Bb``]
αβγδ =
3
2
W2αW
∗
2βW
∗
2γW2δ x
2
Q c
4
Q B˜(xQ, xQ) ,
(B21)
with the loop functions in (B15).
3. SM dipole diagrams
We provide here further details on the computation of
the SM dipoles. The diagrams to be computed are (c),
(d), (e) and (h) of Figure 2 with the external gauge boson
being a SM gauge boson, and with appropriate Higgs
insertions in the fermion lines. The only cases where all
diagrams are not vanishing are the Bµν–dipoles, since
both internal fermions and the LQ have non-vanishing
U(1)Y charges. Considering the case of the OdB operator
as representative example and normalizing the Wilson
coefficient as in (36), we get
CdB = −yb
2
{
Y`
[
DLc (xL) + xLDe(xL)
]
+YU
[
DLd (xL) + xLDh(xL)
] }
−yτ
2
W21
W ∗12W22c
2
L
[
(Y` + Ye) (D
R
c −DEFT)
+YU D
R
d
]
, (B22)
where Y`,e,U denote the corresponding hypercharges, and
DL,Rk are the contributions from each of the diagrams in
Figure 2 evaluated in the Feynman gauge. In the limit
of vanishing external momenta, these diagrams are given
by
DLc (x) = x
7− 24x+ 21x2 − 4x3 + (6− 12x) lnx
6(x− 1)4 ,
DLd (x) = −x
5− 15x+ 3x2 + 7x3 + 6(1− 3x)x lnx
12(x− 1)4 ,
DRc = −1 , DRd = −
3
2
,
De(x) = −2 + 3x− 6x
2 + x3 + 6x lnx
12(x− 1)4 ,
Dh(x) = −1− 6x+ 3x
2 + 2x3 − 6x2 lnx
12(x− 1)4 . (B23)
We further need to subtract the corresponding contribu-
tions from the EFT matrix elements. This is only non-
vanishing for the diagrams associated to the DRc contri-
bution, shown in Figure 5. We find
DEFT = −1 , (B24)
which exactly cancels the contribution from the corre-
sponding UV diagram. This curious cancellation can
swiftly be reproduced from computing the hard region
of the corresponding loop graph in the full theory [37–
40] and seeing that it vanishes exactly.
The expression (B22) can easily be matched to the
general decomposition in (42) defining the combined loop
functions
G1(x) = D
L
c (x) + xDe(x) ,
G2(x) = D
L
d (x) + xDh(x) . (B25)
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(b)(a)
FIG. 5. Dipole diagrams in the SMEFT. The square denotes
the insertion of the dimension-six operator resulting from in-
tegrating out the U1 leptoquark. The dashed line represents
the Higgs.
Appendix C: Details on the charged current
computations
1. Two point function
The contribution of the vector-like fermions to the LQ
2-point function can be written as
iΣµνU (s) = i
α4
4pi
Σ
(f)
U (s)g
µν , (C1)
with the loop function ΣU (s) defined as
Σ
(f)
U (s) = (Nf +NχL) f0(s) +NχR f2(s,mL,mQ)
+2NχR Re(W22) cL cQ f˜2(s,mL,mQ)
+NχL |W22|2 c2L c2Q [f2(s,mL,mQ)
−f1(s,mL)− f1(s,mQ) + f0(s)
]
+NχL cQ [f1(s,mQ)− f0(s)]
+NχL cL [f1(s,mL)− f0(s)] , (C2)
where Nf = 4 or 3 depending on whether we include the
right-handed neutrino in the loop, while NχL = 2 and
NχR = 0 (2) in model variant I (II). The s-dependent
part of the loop functions is given by
f0(s) = −∆U
3
s+
1
3
s log
(
− s
m2U
)
− 5
9
s ,
f1(s,M) = −s
3
∆U − 5s
9
+
M4
6s
+
s
3
log
(
M2
m2U
)
+
(
M6
6s2
− M
2
2
+
s
3
)
log
(
1− s
M2
)
,
f2(s,M1,M2) = −s
3
∆U − 2s
9
+
[
1
6s
(
M21 −M22
)2
+
1
6
(
M21 +M
2
2
)− s
3
]
F
(
s,M21 ,M
2
2
)
+
s
3
(
M21 log
(
M21
m2U
)
−M22 log
(
M22
m2U
))
M21 −M22
,
f˜2(s,M1,M2) = −M1M2F
(
s,M21 ,M
2
2
)
, (C3)
with F
(
s,M21 ,M
2
2
)
as reported in [41]. The loop func-
tions defined above contain constant divergent pieces
(b)(a)
FIG. 6. Charged-current box diagrams.
that can be absorbed into the definition of the physical
mass. Employing the on-shell renormalization scheme as
in [26], with degenerate vector-like fermion masses equal
to the LQ mass mL = mQ = mU , their effect to the
2-point function at s = 0 has the form
δΣ
(f)
U (0) = −
1
3
(Nf +NχL) +
3
8
NχL(cL + cQ)
−1
2
NχL
(
1 +
2
9
√
3pi
)
|W22|2 c2Lc2Q
−2
9
NχR
(√
3pi − 6
)
Re(W22) cLcQ
+
1
9
NχR
(
5
√
3pi − 27
)
. (C4)
Setting cQ = cL = W22 = 1 and NχL = 2, the finite
correction is
δΣ
(f)
U (0) +
Nf
3
=
{
− 16 − 2
√
3pi
9 ≈ −1.04 , NχR = 0 ,
19
6 − 8
√
3pi
9 ≈ −1.67 , NχR = 2 .
(C5)
Here, we have isolated the effect of the vector-like
fermions, i.e. we have removed the −Nf/3 factor cor-
responding to the SM fields. The correction from adding
the vector-like fermions tends to decrease the low-energy
enhancement at NLO calculated in [26]. In particular, for
fixed on-shell coupling g4 = 3, we find an O(5% − 10%)
reduction of the Wilson coefficients studied in [26].
2. Charged current box contributions
In analogy to the neutral-current boxes, also for the
charged-current boxes we present the results in the SU(4)
basis. We focus on the Q2 → Q1 flavor-violating ampli-
tude that contributes to b→ cτν transitions:
[Aq`CC]1211 = −i
4GU√
2
α4
4pi
W ∗11W21B
1211
L,R
× (v¯Q2γµPL,R uQ1)(u¯L1γµPLvL1) . (C6)
In this case, diagrams with Goldstone boson exchange do
not appear, and there are two possible topologies con-
tributing to these amplitudes, namely diagrams (a) and
(b) in Figure 6. We decompose the different contribu-
tions as
B1211L,R =
∑
i,V1,V2
Bi,V1,V2L,R ,
≡ B1111L,R (0) + c2Q ∆B1211L,R (xQ) , (C7)
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where i = a, b denotes the topology of the box, and V1,2 =
U,Z ′, G′ indicate the gauge bosons in the propagators.
The separate contributions of the various diagrams are
Ba,UZ
′
L =
Ba,UZ
′
R
4
=
3
8
B¯(xZ′ , 0) ,
Ba,Z
′U
L =
Ba,Z
′U
R
4
=
1
24
{
B¯(xZ′ , 0))
+c2q
[
B¯(xZ′ , xQ − B¯(xZ′ , 0)
]}
,
Ba,G
′U
L =
Ba,G
′U
R
4
=
4
3
{
B¯(xG′ , 0)
+c2q
[
B¯(xG′ , xQ)− B¯(xG′ , 0)
]}
,
Bb,UZ
′
L = 4B
b,UZ′
R =
1
2
B¯(xZ′ , 0) ,
Bb,Z
′U
L = 4B
b,Z′U
R =
1
2
{
B¯(xZ′ , 0)
+c2q
[
B¯(xZ′ , xQ)− B¯(xZ′ , 0)
]}
,
(C8)
with the loop function defined as
B¯(x1, x2) =
x1 lnx1
(x1 − 1)(x1 − x2) +
x2 lnx2
(x2 − 1)(x2 − x1) .
(C9)
As indicated in (C7), summing all contributions we can
decompose the result into a term independent from the
vector-like mass, which is equivalent to the loop func-
tion appearing in the flavor-conserving amplitude, and a
term which vanishes in the limit xQ → 0. The former
coincides with the loop function obtained in [26]. Using
the notation of the latter paper, we have
B1111L (0) =
4
3
fG′ +
17
12
fZ′ ,
B1111R (0) =
16
3
fG′ +
23
12
fZ′ , (C10)
with fV = lnxV /(xV − 1) and xV = m2V /m2U . In the
custodial limit for the massive vectors, the terms that
vanish at xQ → 0 read
∆B1211L (xQ) =
15
8
xQ
(1− xQ)2 (1− xQ + lnxQ) ,
∆B1211R (xQ) =
45
8
xQ
(1− xQ)2 (1− xQ + lnxQ) . (C11)
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